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under the Poor-law organisation it would be impossible to
apply to infirmaries in any efficient manner a rigid hospital
system, at any rate to the advantage of the pauper, and I
more particularly condemned the pseudo-hospital system
recently inaugurated at Bradford in the teeth of the opposi-
tion of the whole local profession. Poor-law infirmaries most
assuredly should be brought up to the level of ordinary
hospitals in everything appertaining to the practical treat-
tnent of the sick, and as far as my experience goes this has
been done in all the parish infirmaries with which I am
acauainlted.
f quite agree with -the purport of most of Mr. Higginson's

remarks, but do not think he quite appreciates the meaning
of the word " charity." In the true meanIng of the words "work-
house infirmaries " and " ordinary hospitals " are not "chari-
table institutions alike," and in any discussion on this subject
the distinction must never be lost sight of. One of the
essentials of our present hospital system is that the honorary
medical and surgical staff receive no adequate remuneration
for their work. Assimilation in this respeet is not to be
thought of. The Poor Law knows nothing about honoraria; it
fs'expected to pay all its officers for work done the market
value of that work, and the whole Poor-law service would
suffer by one class of its officers agreeing to do work on
honorary terms. As no reputable physician or surgeon would
be likely to give his services to a State-supported institution
on the same terms as to a public charitable institution the
endeavour to assimilate medical appointments in workhouses
to tho3e in publiec hospitals is not likely to redound to the
ultimate benefit of the pauper.-I am, etc.,
Hackney Road, N.E., Sept. iotli. MAJOR GREENWOOD.

MEDICAL ORGANISATION: PROPOSED SCHEME.
SIR,-I enclose a copy of a circular 1 that is being distri-

bated at the instance of the Medical Guild, Manchester,
amongst secretaries of all associations of general practitioners
of medicine in England and Wales, about which we have been
able to obtain definite information. We fear, however, that
many societies exist about -which we have been able to learn
nothing, and we appeal, therefore, to you to help the work by
printing this letter and the accompanying circular, if pos-
sible, in your next issue. In this way, we may be able to reach
all parts of the country, and I shall be glad if all secretaries
who have not received circulars will communicate with me at
oace.
There are one or two points about the proposed conference I

should like, with your permission, to mention. In the first
place, it is proposed that it should be a conference of dele-
gates elected by each medical society to represent its mem-
bers. Thus it would be elected by, and speak in the name of,
a large section of the profession. Each delegate would, in
fact, -have the authority of, perhaps, thirty or forty of his
brother practitioners behind him.
In the second place, it is intended to be national in charac-

ter, although in the first instance it is of necessity being
organised locally.

Tfhirdly, it is hoped that the conference, if it meets, will
elect a central executiye committee, whose business it will be
to perpetuate the work and perfect the organisation of the
profession.
By means of this organisation each individual practitioner

in the country would have, if he chose, his share of representa-
tion at the annual conference, and would be able to exercise
through it his influence on all questions affecting the welfare
of the profession.
We are somewhat singuine, therefore, in appealing to all

general practitioners in England and Wales to exercise all the
inflence they possess to secure the representation of every
society at the propose-d conference. As it is not intended to
hold this before the spring of next year, there is ample time
to form new societies in distric's which do not already possess
them, and it is hoped that men who are really anxious to
further their own interests as well as those of their fellows
will take step.i in this direction.

- I do not know that I need dwell upon the necessity-the
I The' main points of the circular are embodied in a paragraph printed

on p. 735

pressing necessity-for organisation along these lines. The
various medical papers contain abundant evidence of the
evils under which the general practitioner suffers and the
steady encroachment on his prerogatives that are continually
being made. Under these circumstances it is absolutely
essential that we stand together shoulder to shoulder. We
shall then not only be able to resist aggression effectually, but
be in a position to uphold the dignity of the profession, and
have in our hands the machinery with which to improve its
status,
Thanking you in anticipation for the insertion of this letter

and circular, I am, etc.,
S. CRiAWSHAW, M.B.,

Secretary to the Conference Committee of the
Ashton-under-Lyne, Sept. zILth. Medical Guild.

PHYSICAL TESTS FOR THE PUBLIC SERVICES.
SIR,-Surgeon-General Cayley is in error in saying that the

British Medical Association speaks with uncertain voice on
the subject of medical tests for the public services.

It is true that a resolution was proposed in the Medical
Section that the physical should precede the educational test,
while in the Ophthalmological Section a directly contrary
resolution was mooted. In the Medical Section, however, the
resolution was carried; in the Ophthalmological Section it
was not, and this,you see, makes all the difference. The Council
of the Association has only to deal with resolutions when
they are passed, and therefore the only conclusion before the
Association is that of the Medical Section, which is perfectly
definite in its wording.
Even had the resolution of the Ophthalmological Section

been carried (and it was not), the apparent contradiction
would only have meant that the British Medical Association
was dissatisfied; that in one great branch of the public ser-
vices (the naval) the medical examination should precede the
educational, while in another (the military) it should follow
it. Both methods cannot be right, and we are certainly not
stultifying ourselves by calling attention to such a glaring
anomaly, even although "The Military and Naval Medical
Departments and the Civil Service Examination Commis-
sitners who frame the rules for these examinations " have,
as Surgeon-General Cayley assures us, a monopoly of "the
special knowledge requisite for giving a sound opinion on
such points."

I suppose they have, for certainly no other bodies of men
can understand or explain why in the voluinteers and militia
the certificate of a civil practitioner preceding entrance is
sufficient for the would-be officer's admission, while in the
navy and army a naval or military officer's examination
respectively is demanded, which in the one case must pre-
cede and in the other follow the educational test. But let us
see on what the resolution of the Ophthalmological Section
was based. The main argument produced, namely, "that
the general health and eyesight of (andidates for naval com-
missions were so detrimentally aflected by the cram work
necessary to secure success that tlhey were often rejected on
account of insufficient eyesight, which a few weeks' rest
might sufficiently restore to permiG their acceptance," is
simply an exposure of the fallibility of one factor at least
of this preciously infallible trinity. The Civil Service Com-
missioners know their own business so little that they set such
impossible tasks to growing boys as certainly injures their
health. This might be thought by mere civil practitioners a
reason rather for diminishing the overwork than for post-
poning the physical examination.

I know that I shall be told, in this best of all possible worlds
of red tape, that naval cadets are not overworked. Let us see.
I was able to state in the Medical Section from my own know-
ledge that boys of from 14 to 15 are frequently kept working
from ten to eleven hours a day during the weeks and months
preceding the Naval Educational Examination. May I now
give, to show how well the Civil Service examiners gauge the
capacity of boys of that age, a comparative list placed in two
parallel columns of (i) the amount of knowledge required
from young men of from 19 to 20 by the University of Cam-
bridge for its Previous Examination, aTid (2) the require-
ments of the Civil Service Commissioners from boys of 14 to
15 for entrance as naval cadets?
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